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Consider the classical online scheduling problem where jobs that arrive one by
one are assigned to identical parallel machines with the objective of minimizing the
makespan. We generalize this problem by allowing the current assignment to be
changed whenever a new job arrives, subject to the constraint that the total size of
moved jobs is bounded by  times the size of the arriving job.
Our main result is a linear time ‘online approximation scheme’, that is, a family
of online algorithms with competitive ratio
FEW
and constant migration factor  iRj ,
for any fixed k . This result is of particular importance if considered in the con-
text of sensitivity analysis: While a newly arriving job may force a complete change
of the entire structure of an optimal schedule, only very limited ‘local’ changes suf-
fice to preserve near-optimal solutions. We believe that this concept will find wide
application in its own right.
We also present simple deterministic online algorithms with migration fac-
tors 
H
and  lŁ4I , respectively. Their competitive ratio IKŁ4H beats the lower
bound on the performance of any online algorithm in the classical setting without
migration. We also present improved algorithms and similar results for closely re-
lated problems. In particular, there is a short discussion of corresponding results for
the objective to maximize the minimum load of a machine. The latter problem has
an application for configuring storage servers that was the original motivation for
this work.
1 Introduction
A classical scheduling problem. One of the most fundamental scheduling problems asks for
an assignment of jobs to  identical parallel machines so as to minimize the makespan. (The
makespan is the completion time of the last job that finishes in the schedule; it also equals the
maximum machine load.) In the standard classification scheme of Graham, Lawler, Lenstra, &
Rinnooy Kan [15], this scheduling problem is denoted by :v. and it is well known to be
strongly NP-hard [12].
The offline variant of this problem assumes that all jobs are known in advance whereas in
the online variant the jobs are incrementally revealed by an adversary and the online algorithm
can only choose the machine for the new job without being allowed to move other jobs. Note
that dropping this radical constraint on the online algorithm yields the offline situation.
A new online scheduling paradigm. We study a natural generalization of both offline and
online problems. Jobs arrive incrementally but, upon arrival of a new job  , we are allowed to
migrate some previous jobs to other machines. The total size of the migrated jobs however must
be bounded by /C where C is the size of the new job. For migration factor  k we get the
online setting and for  we get the offline setting.
Approximation algorithms. For an offline optimization problem, an approximation algo-
rithm efficiently (in polynomial time) constructs schedules whose values are within a constant
factor |
F
of the optimum solution value. The number  is called performance guarantee or
performance ratio of the approximation algorithm. A family of polynomial time approximation
algorithms with performance guarantee
Fs
for all fixed _k is called a polynomial time
approximation scheme (PTAS).
Competitive analysis. In a similar way, competitive analysis evaluates solutions computed in
the online setting. An online algorithm achieves competitive ratio {
F
if it always maintains
solutions whose objective values are within a factor  of the offline optimum. Here, in contrast
to offline approximation results, the achievable values  are not determined by limited com-
puting power but by the apparent lack of information about parts of the input that will only be
revealed in the future. As a consequence, for all interesting classical online problems it is rather
easy to come up with lower bounds that create a gap between the best possible competitive
ratio  and F . In particular, it is usually impossible to construct a family of i Fo{j -competitive
online algorithms for such problems.
2 Related Work
For the online machine scheduling problem, Graham’s list scheduling algorithm keeps the
makespan within a factor
H^eFŁ
 of the offline optimum [13]: Schedule a newly arriving
job on the least loaded machine. It can also easily be seen that this bound is tight: adversarial
sequence consists of 
i

Fj jobs of size  
¡
followed by one job of size F . The optimal
makespan in this case is
F
.
For the offline setting, Graham showed three years later that sorting the jobs in the order
of non-increasing size before feeding them to the list scheduling algorithm yields an approxi-
mation algorithm with performance ratio
lŁ4IFŁGiRI

j [14]. Later, exploiting the relationship
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between the machine scheduling problem under consideration and the binpacking problem, al-
gorithms with improved approximation ratios have been obtained in a series of works [9, 11, 19].
Finally, polynomial time approximation schemes for a constant number of machines and
for an arbitrary number of machines are given in [14, 24] and by Hochbaum & Shmoys [17],
respectively. The latter PTAS partitions jobs into large and small jobs. The sizes of large jobs
are rounded such that an optimum schedule for the rounded jobs can be obtained via dynamic
programming. The small jobs are then added greedily using Graham’s list scheduling algo-
rithm. This approach can be refined to an algorithm with linear running time (see, e.g., [16]):
replace the dynamic program with an integer linear program on a fixed number of variables and
constraints which can be solved in constant time [20].
In a series of papers, increasingly complicated online algorithms with better and better
competitive ratios beating the Graham bound H have been developed [6, 18, 2]. The best result
known to date is a F4¢£xH4k/F -competitive algorithm due to Fleischer and Wahl [10]. The best lower
bound F4¢£?? on the competitive ratio of any deterministic online algorithm currently known is
due to Rudin [23]. For randomized online algorithms there is a lower bound of ¤ ŁGi ¤ Fj¦¥
F4¢£A? [8, 27]. For more results on online algorithms for scheduling we refer to the recent survey
articles by Albers [3] and Sgall [28].
Strategies that reassign jobs were studied in the context of online load balancing, jobs arrive
in and depart from a system of  machines online and the scheduler has to assign each incom-
ing job to one of the machines. Deviating from the usual approach of comparing against the
optimal peak load seen so far, Westbrook [29] introduced the notion of competitiveness against
current load: An algorithm is  –competitive if after every round the makespan is within  fac-
tor of the optimal makespan for the current set of jobs. Each incoming job § has size 7¨ and
reassignment cost ©;¨ . For a job, the reassignment cost has to be paid for its initial assignment
and then every time it is reassigned. Observe that the optimal strategy has to pay this cost once
for each job for its initial assignment. Thus the optimal (re)assignment cost ª is simply the
sum of reassignment costs of all jobs scheduled till now. Westbrook showed a D -competitive
strategy for identical machines with reassignment cost I ª for proportional reassignments, i.e.,
©;¨ is proportional to E¨ , and H ª for unit reassignments, i.e., ©;¨| F for all jobs. Later An-
drews et al. [4] improved it to 3.5981 with the same reassignment factors. They also showed
Ib
and Hb competitive strategies respectively for the proportional and unit case, the re-
assignment factor depending only on  . For arbitrary reassignment costs they achieve 3.5981
competitiveness with 6.8285 reassignment factor. They also present a IH –competitive strategy
with constant reassignment factor for related machines. Job deletions is an aspect that we do
not consider in our work, our focus is primarily on achieving competitive ratios close to F . Our
results can also be interpreted in this framework of online load balancing, with proportional
reassignments and without job deletions. We show strategies with better competitive ratios, at
the same time achieving reassignment factor strictly less than three. We also show
i FNj
–
competitive strategies, for any
p«k
, with constant reassignment factor ¬
iRj
. Our results are
also stronger in the sense that a strategy with reassignment factor  ensures that when a job §
arrives, the total reassignment cost incurred (for scheduling it) is at most g©;¨ . This is different
from the more relaxed constraint that after ­ rounds, the total reassignment cost incurred is at
most ¯®°©;¨ (summing over all jobs seen till round ­ ). Most of our strategies are robust, they
convert any  –competitive schedule to an  –competitive schedule after assigning the newly
arrived job, whereas in [29, 4] it is required that the schedule so far is carefully constructed in
order to ensure the competitiveness after assigning/deleting a job in the next round.
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3 Our Contribution
In Section 5 we describe a simple online algorithm which achieves approximation ratio IKŁ4H us-
ing a moderate migration factor  H . Notice that already this result beats the lower bound F4¢£??
( F4¢£A? ) on the competitive ratio of any classical (randomized) online algorithm without migra-
tion. Using a more sophisticated analysis, the migration factor can be decreased to lŁ4I while
maintaining competitive ratio
IKŁ4H
. On the other hand we show that our approach does not allow
for migration factor
F
and competitive ratio IKŁ4H . Furthermore, an improved competitive ra-
tio
lŁ4I
can be achieved with migration factor l . For two machines, we can achieve competitive
ratio ±
Ł4D
with a migration factor of one. This ratio is tight for migration factor one.
Our main result can be found in Section 6. We present a family of online algorithms with
competitive ratio
Fv
and constant migration factor  iRj , for any fixed k . On the negative
side, no constant migration factor suffices to maintain competitive ratio one, i.e., optimality. We
provide interpretations of these results in several different contexts:
Online algorithms. Online scheduling with bounded job migration is a relaxation of the clas-
sical online paradigm. Obviously, there is a tradeoff between the desire for high quality
solutions and the requirement to compute them online, that is, to deal with a lack of infor-
mation. Our result can be interpreted in terms of the corresponding tradeoff curve: Any
desired quality can be guaranteed while relaxing the online paradigm only moderately by
allowing for a constant migration factor.
Sensitivity analysis. Given an optimum solution to an instance of an optimization problem and
a slightly modified instance, can the given solution be turned into an optimum solution
for the modified instance without changing the solution too much? This is the impelling
question in sensitivity analysis. As indicated above, for the scheduling problem under
consideration one has to answer in the negative. Already one additional job can change
the entire structure of an optimum schedule. However, our result implies that the answer
is positive if we only require near-optimum solutions.
Approximation results. Our result yields a new PTAS for the scheduling problem under con-
sideration. Due to its online background, this PTAS constructs the solution incrementally.
That is, it reads the input little by little always maintaining a i F@+j -approximate solution.
Indeed, it follows from the analysis of the algorithm that every update only takes constant
time. In particular, the overall running time is linear and thus matches the previously best
known approximation result.
We believe that each of these interpretations constitutes an interesting motivation for results like
the one we present here in its own right and can therefore lead to interesting results for many
other optimization problems.
The underlying details of the presented online approximation scheme have the same roots
as the original PTAS by Hochbaum & Shmoys [17] and its refinements [16]. We distinguish
between small and large jobs; a job is called large if its size is of the same order of magnitude
as the optimum makespan. Since this optimum can change when a new job arrives, the classifi-
cation of jobs must be updated dynamically. The size of every large job is rounded such that the
problem of computing an optimum schedule for the subset of large jobs can be formulated as an
integer linear program of constant size. A newly arriving job causes a small change in the right
hand side of this program. This enables us to use results from sensitivity analysis of integer
programs in order to prove that the schedule of large jobs needs to be changed only slightly.
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Our PTAS is very simple, it uses only this structural result and does not use any algorithms
from integer programming theory. For a detailed account of linear and integer programming
theory we refer to the books [26, 21].
In Section 8 we discuss an application of bounded migration to configuring storage servers.
This was the original motivation for our work. In this application, the objective is to maxi-
mize the minimum load. It is well-known [5] that any online deterministic algorithm for this
machine covering problem has competitive ratio at least  (the number of machines). There
is also a lower bound of ² i³  j for any randomized online algorithm. We develop a simple
deterministic online strategy which is H -competitive already for migration factor  F .
4 Preliminaries
Let the set of machines be denoted by ´ ¶µ F4·:¢:¢:¢· ¸ . The set of jobs is µ F4·:¢:¢:¢y·#¹ ¸ where
job  arrives in round  . Let   denote the positive processing time or the size of job  . For a









;»4¼qG . For a schedule on the set of jobs º , let ª i1½.j denote the set of jobs scheduled on








j denote the optimal makespan. If the subset of jobs º and a newly arrived job 












. It is easy to observe that &Jgi º j=Q  2@ µ# i º j#Ł  ·  v./i º j ¸ is a lower








The following well-known fact is used frequently in the subsequent sections.
Observation 1. For a set of jobs º , consider an arbitrary schedule with makespan È . As-











Proof. We need to show that if the makespan changes after scheduling job  , then the new








. Since job  is scheduled on the least
loaded machine, the new makespan is at most  i º j#Ł     . This combined with the following




5 Strategies with Small Migration Factor
We consider the problem of scheduling jobs arriving one after another on  parallel machines





. The algorithm is as follows:
Procedure FILL 1:
Upon arrival of a new job  , choose one of the following two options minimizing the resulting
makespan.
Option 1: Assign job  to the least loaded machine.
Option 2: Let
½ be the machine minimizing the maximum job size. Repeatedly remove jobs
from this machine; stop before the total size of removed jobs exceeds H 

. Assign job 
to machine
½
. Assign the removed jobs successively to the least loaded machine.
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Theorem 1. Procedure FILL 1 is Í;ÎÏ   Ï ¡pÐ -competitive with migration factor H .
Proof. From the description of FILL 1, it is clear that the migration factor is at most H . In order
to prove competitiveness, we consider an arbitrary Í;ÎÏ   Ï ¡qÐ -approximate schedule for a set of






-approximate. In the following, a job is called small if its processing
time is at most
0Z"#ÃŁ4H
, otherwise it is called large. If the new job  is small, then the first option







0Z" Ã by Observation 1. Thus, we can assume from now on
that  is large.
Since there can be at most  large jobs in ºÑÄµ+G¸ , all jobs on the machine chosen in the
second option are small. Thus, after removing jobs from this machine as described above, the
machine is either empty or the total size of removed jobs exceeds the size of the large job  . In
both cases, assigning job  to this machine cannot increase its load above Í ÎÏ   Ï ¡pÐ 0Z" Ã . Thus,
using the same argument as above, assigning the removed small jobs successively to the least
loaded machine yields again a Í ÎÏ   Ï ¡pÐ -approximate schedule.
Next we show that the migration factor can be decreased to lŁ4I without increasing the
competitive ratio above IKŁ4H . This result is achieved by carefully modifying FILL 1.
Procedure FILL 2 :
Upon arrival of  , choose the one of the following 
ÒF
options that minimizes the resulting
makespan. (Break ties in favor of option k .)
Option
k
: Assign job  to the least loaded machine.
Option
½ [for ½sÓ µ F4·:¢:¢:¢· ¸ ]: Ignoring the largest job on machine ½ , consider the remaining
jobs in the order of non-increasing size and remove them from the machine; stop before




. Assign job  to machine ½ . Assign the removed
jobs successively to the least loaded machine.
Theorem 2. Procedure FILL 2 is ÎÏ -competitive with migration factor Ô
Î
.
Proof. The migration factor is clear from the description of FILL 2 . To show the competitive ra-
tio, we consider an arbitrary Î
Ï
–approximate schedule of º , also denoted as input schedule, that
additionally satisfies the following property; the total load on any machine excluding its largest
job is at most 0Z" . We show that incorporating the new job  results in a ÎÏ –approximate sched-
ule. As shown by the following fact, the resulting schedule also satisfies the above additional
property.




Proof. Let ´ Ã be the subset of machines ‘touched’ by FILL 2 for scheduling job  . It suffices




. Fix any machine in ´ Ã and consider its last job. If it is not  then it was assigned
as part of the redistribution phase. Since redistribution is always performed on the current least
loaded machine, the load in this machine excluding this last job is at most 0Z"#Ã . If the last job is
 then, as option 0 is always preferred, the total load of this machine can only be smaller than

















Figure 1: Figure showing the differences between the optimal schedule and the input schedule
of jobs in º . The sets Ý ·oÞÝ ·%ß and Þß capture these differences. The ‘common sets’ in both
schedule are
Þ
Ý and ß . On both schedules, exactly the machines in ´à contain one large job
each and such jobs belong to ÞÝ .
We distinguish three cases depending on   . If  
Æ0Z"#ÃŁ4H
then option 0 already yields a
schedule of makespan at most ÎÏ




















To handle this case, it suffices find a ã Ó µ F4·:¢:¢:¢g· ¸ such that Option ã yields a
ÎÏ
–
approximate schedule. We call it a ‘good’ option. We fix ã as follows. Denote a job as large if




and small otherwise. With respect to the input schedule, partition
the set of machines ´ as machines with only small jobs denoted as ´ä , and the rest denoted as











¸ and ´àE´  ´|ä (3)





large jobs; one on each machine in ´åà . Consequently, we fix an optimal
schedule of º such that large jobs are scheduled on ´à . We now compare the input sched-





. In the optimal schedule, the jobs scheduled on ´åà and ´ä are ÝÒÄ ÞÝ and ß Ä Þß





and ÝuÄ ß . It follows that
in the input schedule there is a machine in ´ ä with total load at most 0Z" with respect to ß . We















It remains to show that option ã is good.
By the choice of optimal schedule, every large job belongs to the ‘common set’ ÞÝ . Hence
each job in set Ý has size at most â ; as it is scheduled along with a large job (from ÞÝ ), in
the optimal schedule. As a consequence, the set of jobs in machine ã with each having size at
most
â
includes the subset of jobs induced by Ý . That is, if we partition the set ª i ã j as ê^ë and
ê@ì , where







as Ýï¿Ëê@ë and  i ª i ã jæ Ý jYÆ0Z" by (4) j (5)
This readily implies that there is at most one job with size greater than 0Z"#Ã]Ł4H in machine ã ;
as such jobs belongs to set ê3ì . Consequently, every job removed during option ã has size at
most
0Z7"#Ã&Ł4H
; as the largest job is untouched. This ensures by Observation 1 that, reassignment
of the removed jobs still yields a Î
Ï
–approximate schedule, if the schedule before reassignment
is ÎÏ –approximate. Hence we are done with this case analysis if we show that the total load of
machine ã before redistribution, i.e., after removal of jobs and assignment of job  , is at most
ÎÏ
0Z" Ã











The interesting case is when the set of removed jobs excludes more jobs in addition to the largest
job; the largest job has size at most 0Z"fiÃC|â (recall that machine ã belongs to ´ä ). Even then,
it is not a problem if an unremoved job belongs to ê@ë as this readily implies that the total size




{  , where Ô
Î
  is the total removal limit. The remaining
situation is that every unremoved job (apart from the largest job) is from ê ì . An unremoved
job from ê3ì , by the greedy removal, immediately implies that there is a removed job from ê@ì .
This is because, (a) the removal limit, i.e.
Ô
Î
C , is at least
0Z"#ÃŁ4H
and (b) all jobs except the
largest job have size at most 0Z" Ã Ł4H in machine ã . Thus  i1,%9;230ò9;Vñ 0JE!+j  i ê^ë jLâ , which




















Since there can be at most  jobs in ºÌÄ|µ+/¸ each with size greater than 0Z" Ã Ł4H , there is a
machine ã in the input schedule where all jobs have size at most 0Z7"#ÃŁ4H . We show that option
ã is good. Observe that the reassignment of removed jobs yield ÎÏ 0Z"fiÃ makespan schedule by
Observation 1, if the schedule before has ÎÏ 0Z" Ã makespan. Recall that in the input schedule,
on any machine, the load excluding its largest job is at most 0Z7" . Hence all jobs, except the
largest job, are removed and thus yielding a total load of at most ÎÏ 0Z" Ã after assigning job  .
This concludes the proof.
Robustness
Most of our scheduling strategies for minimizing the makespan discussed in this chapter are
robust in the following sense. The only invariant that we require in their analyses is that before
the arrival of a new job the current schedule is  -approximate. Job  can then be incorporated
yielding again an  -approximate schedule. In other words, we do not require that the current
schedule is carefully constructed so far, to maintain the competitiveness in the next round. Only
for Procedure FILL 2 , the schedule should additionally satisfy that, on any machine, the load
excluding the largest job in it is at most the optimum makespan. We further remark that this is













1 8 9 12 13 14
12
37
Figure 2: A ÎÏ -approximate schedule ( Ç I ± ). If a new job of size 86.1 arrives, jobs of total
size at least
xD
have to be moved in order to construct a schedule that is still ÎÏ -approximate.
5.1 Negative Results
Theorems 1 and 2 raise the question of which migration factor is really necessary to achieve
competitive ratio
IKŁ4H
. We can prove that any robust strategy needs migration factor greater
than
F
in order to maintain competitive ratio IKŁ4H .
Lemma 1. There exists a IKŁ4H -approximate schedule such that, upon arrival of a particular job,
migration factor F4¢FFUl is needed to achieve IKŁ4H -competitiveness. Moreover, migration factor F
only allows for competitive ratio F4¢£AH in this situation.
Proof. The situation is depicted in Figure 2. There are 37 machines. Machines 1 to 8 are
identically packed. Each of them has one job of size 84 and three jobs of size 4. Machines 9 to
12 are also identical. Each of them has one job of size 68 and two jobs of size 16. Machine 13
contains four jobs of size 32. Machines 14 to 37 contain one job of size 96 each. The size of
the newly arriving job is 86.1. The optimal makespan is 100. To achieve a makespan of at most
150, it is necessary to migrate at least 3 jobs of size 32 from machine 13 to other machines.
Hence, the migration factor is at least
xDKŁ4?DC¢FuóF4¢FFUl
. To show the lower bound on the
competitiveness (the second part of the lemma), we set the size of the newly arriving job to 88
instead of 86.1. It is straightforward to check that the final optimal makespan is still 100 and
the best possible makespan achievable for any strategy with migration factor  ÆÒF is 152.
An additional feature of FILL 1 and FILL 2 is that they are local in the sense that they migrate
jobs only from the machine where the newly arrived job is assigned to. There is a class of
optimal schedules for which, upon arrival of a new job, it is not possible to achieve a better
competitive ratio than
IKŁ4H
using only local migration. This holds even if an arbitrary migration
factor is allowed. The following optimal schedule on  machines, upon the arrival of a new
job, enforces a competitive ratio of at least IKŁGiRHo Ï
¡
j
for any amount of migration. This bound
converges to
IKŁ4H
for large  . The example looks as follows: Machines 1 and 2 each contain one
job of size FŁ4H and  Ł4H jobs of size FŁ  . All other machines contain a single job of size F . The
newly arriving job has size F . The optimum makespan is Fa|FŁ  and the makespan achievable
by any local strategy is IKŁ4H (by scheduling the new job on say, machine 1 and migrating all





In this section, we show that an improved competitive ratio of Ô
Î
can be achieved by a more
sophisticated algorithm, FILL 3, with migration factor l .
Procedure FILL 3:
Upon arrival of  , choose one of the following 
ôF




: Assign job  to the least loaded machine.
Option
½ [for ½=Ó µ F4·:¢:¢:¢g· ¸ ]: Skip phase one if either H   á  i ª i1½.j#j or   á  v.i ª i1½.j#j .
Phase one: Let õ denote the largest job in machine ½ . Remove all jobs from machine ½
and schedule job  there. Except job õ , assign the removed jobs successively in the least
loaded machine.
Phase two: We assign the unassigned job õ in this phase. If phase one was skipped then
õ is simply job  . Consider  «F sub-options and choose the one that minimizes the
resulting makespan.
Sub-option k : Assign job õ to the least loaded machine.
Sub-option ã [for ã Ó µ F4·:¢:¢:¢X· ¸ ]: Ignoring the largest job in machine ã , consider the
remaining jobs in order of non-increasing size and repeatedly remove them; stop
before the total size of removed jobs exceeds H C . Assign job õ to machine ã and
assign the removed jobs successively to the least loaded machine.
Theorem 3. FILL 3 is Ô
Î
–competitive with factor l migration.
Proof. The migration factor is clear from the description of FILL 3. In both phases the migration
factor is 2. To show the competitive ratio, we consider any arbitrary input schedule on the set
of jobs º that is Ô
Î
–approximate. We show that FILL 3 yields a Ô
Î
–approximate schedule on





















If job  is small then option 0 yields a Ô
Î
–approximate schedule by Observation 1.
Case C
u0Z"#Ã]Ł4I
: With respect to the input schedule, we partition the set of machines









, the number of large jobs in º is at most  ÅF ; otherwise the optimal
makespan of ºÄµ+G¸ exceeds 0Z"#Ã .
Observation 2. Consider the set of jobs üÄµyö¸ with optimal makespan 0Z"#Ã on  machines.
Let Ú÷
0Z"#ÃŁ4I
. If there are  Ã large jobs (  Ã[á  ) in ü then there are at most H/i    Ã&jGF
medium jobs in ü .
Proof. Otherwise the optimal makespan of üÄýµyö¸ exceeds 0Z"#Ã .
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We show that option þ is good, i.e., it yields a Ô
Î
–approximate schedule for ºøÄµ+G¸ .
By Observation 2, all jobs in machine þ , except possibly the largest, are small jobs. Hence
reassigning them during phase one after scheduling job  is fine by Observation 1. Thus after
phase one of option þ , the ‘intermediate schedule’ is Ô
Î
–approximate.
We now show that the same holds after phase two of option þ . Recall that the job to be
assigned in this phase is denoted as õ . If phase one was skipped then õ is simply job  . Second
phase is entered either

























Job  is same as õ for phase two.











and /ß Æ   .




and job õ is either small or medium. If job õ is small then
the sub-option 0 yields Ô
Î
–approximate schedule by Observation 1.
We complete the proof by handling the case that job õ is medium. As /ß 0Z7"%Ã&Ł4I , by Ob-
servation 2, in the intermediate schedule after phase one there is a machine þ Ã with at most one
medium job and no large jobs. We show that sub-option þ Ã yields a Ô
Î
–approximate schedule.
Let the largest job in machine þ Ã be õ Ã . Since õ Ã is untouched in sub-option þ Ã , all the removed
jobs are small. Hence by Observation 1, the makespan of schedule after reassignment of re-
moved jobs is Ô
Î
0Z"%Ã
if the schedule before has Ô
Î
0Z"#Ã
makespan. Clearly this is true if all jobs
except õ
Ã
were removed, as both õ and õ Ã are non-large jobs. At least one unremoved job in ad-















Even better results are possible for two machines. In section 7, we discuss a specialized
algorithm with competitive ratio

 and migration factor of one. We also show that this ratio is
tight for any deterministic strategy with migration factor one.
6 An Online Approximation Scheme with Constant Migration
The results presented in the last section raise the question how far the competitive ratio for
online algorithms with constant migration factor can be decreased. We first prove that optimality




Lemma 2. Any online algorithm computing optimal solutions needs migration factor ² i  j .







. Up to permutations of machines, any optimum schedule has the structure
depicted in the left part of Figure 3. The optimum makespan is i  Fj#Ł  . When a new job
of size
F
arrives, the optimum makespan increases to
F





m m 3 2 1 3 1  2  . . . . . .
Optimal initial schedule Optimal final schedule
Figure 3: An instance where all machine configurations have to change to maintain optimality.





¸ , at least one job from the pair has to move. Hence the minimum































is a fixed constant. We assume without loss of generality that ¦Æ
F
. The following observation belongs by now to the folklore in the field of scheduling; see,
e.g., [1].
Observation 3. Rounding up each job’s processing time to the nearest integer power of F=Ë
increases the makespan of an arbitrary schedule at most by a factor Fs . In particular, in
specifying a i Fb3iRj#j -competitive algorithm we can assume that all processing times are
integer powers of Fh .





; otherwise, it is called small. The subset of large and small jobs is denoted































. Thus, the number































 , exactly ã
i1½.j jobs from º Á are assigned to this machine. The
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Up to permutations of machines, an arbitrary schedule for º ù can be described by specifying,
for each ã
Ó(&
, the number )+* of machines that obey configuration ã . Conversely, a vector ) Ó
ffi } $-,




















We denote the set of vectors ) Ó{ffi }%$., satisfying (10) and (11) by / . Thus, / represents the
set of all schedules (up to permutations of machines and up to permutations of equal size jobs)
























































all zero-entries corresponding to configurations not contained in &i 0 j .





76 . Checking whether / i 0 j is empty and, otherwise, finding a schedule ) Ó / i 0 j can







































)Teö corresponds to constraint (10); the remaining    rows correspond to
constraints (11).
Lemma 3. Let º be a set of jobs and let  be a new job of size G_ &Jgi º j . Any schedule
for º¦ù with makespan 0 ÆÇi FNÅ+j~0Z"i º j can be turned into a schedule for º¯ùTÄ{µ+G¸ by












0 , then it is easy to observe that 0Z7"i º¦ùYÄwµ+G¸ j å

and an optimal schedule for º¦ùvÄµ+G¸ can be obtained by assigning job  to an arbitrary machine
and moving all jobs that are currently on this machine to any other machine.
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0 and therefore 0Z"yi º¯ùÚÄ
µ+/¸
j-ÆËH





















¸ and let & Ã denote the set of configurations ã Q  Ã " ffi } $ that can occur

















































should be ‘similar’ to ) . In order to compare the two vectors, we first ‘lift’ ) to
a vector in













































The right hand side Bö Ó ffi } $  ff98 
<
8 is defined as follows: If  Ã D , then Bö`«ö ; otherwise,  Ã 
bÄµ
½Ã
¸ and we define the entry of vector Bö corresponding to ½Ã to be zero and all other entries
as in vector ö .
Thus, ) and ) Ã are solutions to essentially the same integer linear program ((14) and (13),
respectively) with slightly different right hand sides Bö and ö Ã , respectively. More precisely, the
right hand sides are equal for all but one entry (the one corresponding to ½Ã ) where they differ
by F .
Theorem 4 ([26, Corollary 17.2a]). Let ü be an integral FE ¹ -matrix, such that each sub-










öÉíMJ integral ¸ and 23 µIHKJ  üLJ Æ ö Ã íNJ integral ¸ are
finite. Then for each optimum solution ) of the first maximum there exists an optimum solution
)
Ã




































where G is an upper bound on the absolute value of any sub-determinant of the matrix ü ÃRi 0 Ãj .
To complete the proof, we have to show that the right hand side of (15) is constant.
First we give an upper bound on the number of columns  &WÃi 0 Ãj: , i.e., on the number of















































































and the remaining entries are of the form ã i1½ jYÆ





is at most the number of rows, i.e., H¦    and, each entry in it has value at most U .

































































and therefore is a constant. This concludes the proof.
Theorem 5. Let º be a set of jobs and let  be a new job not contained in º . Any i Fuj -
approximate schedule for º can be turned into a i Fu+j -approximate schedule for º°Äåµ+/¸
such that the total size of jobs that have to be moved is bounded by a constant  iRj times   .






can simply be assigned to the least loaded machine by Observation 1 and no job in º has to be
moved.




. The given schedule for º induces a schedule






. By Lemma 3, the latter










by touching only a constant number of machines. In the following, this subset of machines of
constant size is denoted by ´ Ã . We construct a schedule for ºÄµ+G¸ as follows:
i) Start with the schedule for º¯ù¯Äµ+/¸ discussed above.
ii) The jobs in ºqú that were assigned, by the given schedule for º , to one of the machines
in ´ @ ´
Ã
are assigned to the same machine again.
iii) The remaining jobs in ºqú are assigned one after another to the least loaded machine.
The makespan of the partial schedule constructed in steps i) and ii) is bounded by the maximum
of the makespan of the given schedule for º and the optimal makespan of the schedule for º¦ùoÄ
µ+/¸ . It is thus bounded by i Fsj~0Z"yi ºÌÄµ+G¸ j . Assigning small jobs greedily to the least
loaded machine in step iii) therefore results in a i F=j -approximate schedule for º¶Äµ+/¸ by
Observation 1.
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Finally, notice that, in the whole process, only jobs that have initially been scheduled on
machines ´
Ã































This concludes the proof.
Theorem 6. There exists a i F-+j -competitive online algorithm with constant migration fac-
tor 
iRj
such that the running time for scheduling a newly arrived job is constant.
In particular, it follows from the last property mentioned in the theorem that the algorithm
has linear running time.
Proof. The result on the competitive ratio follows from Theorem 5. It remains to show that
upon arrival of a new job  , the schedule can be updated in constant time. We consider only the
non-trivial case
`áeF
. We assume that for the current set of jobs º the following information
is given:
– The total size of jobs  i º j , the maximum job size  v.Ci º j , and the lower bound &Jai º j .
– For each machine, its load rounded down to the nearest integer power of F=
fiÏ
.
We argue that this information can be updated in constant time for the new set of jobs º|Äµ+/¸ . It























and &Jai ºçÄåµ+G¸ j3Q  23 µ# i ºçÄåµ+G¸ j#Ł  ·  v.i ºçÄåµ+G¸ j ¸ . Since only constant number of
machines are touched to incorporate the new job  , approximating the modified machine loads
can also be done in constant time.
From Lemma 3, we recall the notion of a machine configuration ã i
h
j
with respect to the
set of large jobs. In the following, we call a job small if its size is less than fiÏ Jgi º j and large
otherwise. This slightly modified definition is just a technicality and it only affects the bound
on  and U in Lemma 3, by a constant factor. Thus it only changes the bound (16), by a constant
factor.
Similar to the arguments in Lemma 3, we argue that the number of machine configurations
with each configuration having load at most lK&Jgi º j is a constant. That is  &|i1lK&JÉi º j#j: is
a constant. Each large job (belonging to º¦ù ) has size at least fiÏ &Jai º j . Hence a machine
configuration with total load at most lK&Jgi º j has at most Z
fi
jobs from º¯ù . Each such job
belongs to one of the job classes from  . Since the total number of large job classes    is also














Observation 4. There are at most a constant number (say H ) of configurations with each con-
figuration having total load at most lK&Jgi º j , and we can enumerate them in constant time.
The given schedule on º is represented using the following simple data structure. We
assume that initially the schedule is given to us in this form. Later we show how to update
it in constant time while scheduling job  . The machine configurations are represented using
structures as shown in Figure 4. There is an array of Config Heads of dimension H , one for each














Array of Config Heads – each pointing to the set of machines







node in the bucket
Machine Node
Figure 4: The different structures used in representing the schedule.
Nodes) obeying that configuration. A Machine Node points to the list of jobs in it grouped as





and the large jobs remain as a batch with single node. Clearly there are only a constant number





is monotonically increasing, the machines belonging to the same configuration
list still belong together in future, possibly in a different configuration list, as long as they are
untouched. Thus while incorporating job  , Config Head array and its associated machine lists
can be updated in constant time if a constant number of machines are touched and the pointers
to their corresponding Machine Nodes are available.





in constant time, we use bucketing. This









j belong to bucket k . Each machine belonging to bucket ½Nk has its approximate





















, the number of buckets is at most a constant. A machine from bucket k can
be found in constant time (bucket k is always non-empty). Observe that the untouched machines
in a bucket stay together even in future (possibly in a new bucket) as &Jgi h j is monotonically
increasing. Thus the bucket structure can be updated in constant time while assigning job  if
only a constant number of machines are touched. We assume that the bucket representation for
º is also available in the beginning.




























such batch exists, create a new batch for job  . Update the batches (merge small batches)
with respect to ºÄµ+G¸ . There are only constant number of batches initially.
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iii) Update the bucket structure with respect to ºøÄµ+/¸ .
If the new job  is large then with respect to the input schedule )
a) Generate feasible schedules þ Ó / Ã Í lv&Jgi ºuÄwµ+G¸ j
Ð




















Ð . There are only constant
number of such vectors and they can be generated in constant time by Observation 4. For
each feasible vector do the following and choose the one minimizing the makespan.
b) The component wise difference between ) and þ specifies a subset of configurations and
non-zero number of machines from each such configuration that should be modified. For
each such configuration, we remove the required number of machines from the front of the
machine list pointed to by the respective Config Head.
– Remove small job batches (with respect to ºÄµ+/¸ ) from these machines.
– Reschedule the remaining jobs among these machines.
– Assign these machines to the appropriate configuration lists.
– Update the bucket structure with respect the new machine loads.
– Each of the small batches are reassigned as in the small job case discussed above.
It is straightforward to verify that all of the above steps take only constant time. Thus we
conclude the proof.
7 The Two Machine Case
In this section we show a tight competitive ratio of

 for the two machine case. Consider the
following procedure FILL 4.
Procedure FILL 4:
Upon arrival of  , choose the option minimizing the makespan from the following options.
For each fixed machine ½)Ó µ F4·fiH ¸ , we define multiple options in the following way. Let
ß be the largest 3 jobs in machine ½ . Set ß could possibly have less than three jobs. Let
the remaining jobs in machine ½ be  . That is °ôª i1½.j @ ß)¢ Let ï¿ H ù be set of all









: Migrate jobs in ß * to the other machine. Consider the jobs in  in non-
increasing order order of size and repeatedly remove them; stop before the total size of
removed jobs exceeds     iðß * j . Let 5* denote these removed jobs. Assign job  to
machine
½
and assign the removed jobs successively to the least loaded machine.
Option
k
: Assign job  to the least loaded machine.
Theorem 7. FILL 4 is


–competitive with factor 1 migration.
Proof. The migration factor is clear from the FILL 4 description. To show the competitive ratio,
we consider an arbitrary input schedule on the set of jobs º that is  –approximate. We show
that FILL 4 yields a


–approximate schedule for ºÄµ+/¸ .
If job  is such that   Æ 0Z" Ã Ł4I then option 0 already yield a  –competitive schedule
by Observation 1. It remains to handle the case 

ï0Z7"#ÃŁ4I
. From now on we assume that










Input Schdule on  Optimal Schedule on 7egA









Figure 5: Comparison of input schedule on º and optimal schedule on ºÊÄËµ+/¸ , for two
machines.




Observation 6. Migrating jobs of total size at most C {0Z"#ÃŁ4I from any fixed machine and
assigning job  there yields a


–approximate schedule for ºøÄµ+/¸ .










) . Merely assigning job  to machine 1 fail only if









. The total migration amount needed is either  
Ł4Hsý0Z7"
Ã









Though above observation is true, it is possible that every feasible set of jobs that needs to





Fact 2. There is a subset of jobs of total size at most C residing in a machine such that schedul-




It might take exponential time in the worst case to identify the subset that needs to be
migrated. Using Observation 6 we show that our polynomial time strategy also works. Let 
denote the set with the smallest total size that needs to be migrated from machine ½ according
to Fact 2. Consider the sets ß and  for machine ½ as defined in FILL 4. Let  è ß  ß * .
Observe that ß * Ó  . We show that Option i1½fi¢ ã j yields a


–approximate schedule. The set of









unless 5*| as size of any job in  is at most
0Z"#Ã]Ł4I by Observation 5. Thus in any case  i  jpÆ  iðß *Ä5* j as  i  jqÆ 

{0Z"#Ã]Ł4I by















. The reassignment of jobs in 5* (each have size at
most
0Z"%ÃŁ4I ) is also fine by Observation 1.
Proof. (Fact 2) It is clear that there is no need to migrate a total size more than 

(simply assign
C on the destination machine instead). Fix any optimal schedule of º Ä µ+G¸ . We capture the










. As shown in Figure 5, the above four sets define a partition of º . The set â
 
is the set of all
jobs assigned to machine 1 on both schedules. Similarly, set G Ï is the set of all jobs assigned
to machine 2 on both schedules. The remaining two sets capture the differences between these
two schedules except for job  , which is only present in the optimal schedule.
We consider only the interesting case that assigning  to any machine without migration
fails. From now, for convenience, we denote the size of any set  as simply  . For job  we
denote its size as  . We also normalize 0Z" Ã to 1. The optimal schedule (Figure 5) and the fact



















































. Hence the migration strategy is; migrate G Ï to machine 1 and schedule 
on machine 2.
Tight Lower Bound
Theorem 8. Let ü be any deterministic algorithm that is H –competitive on two machines with
migration factor at most one. Then HË  	
 ffflfi

for any sufficiently small positive sÓ_ffi   .
Proof. The adversary initially issues four jobs with the following size: FŁ4DGqŁ4HC·;FŁ4D/q+Ł4HC·;FŁ4H





 –approximate way of scheduling them is to
assign in each machine one job of size FŁ4DŁ4H and one job of size FŁ4H .
Assume that both machines contain one job of size FŁ4H and one job of size FŁ4Dv Ł4H . Now
adversary issues a new job of size HKŁ4I . The optimal makespan is Fu . But if the migration







8 Maximizing the Minimum Machine Load
An alternative, yet less frequently used objective for machine scheduling is to maximize the
minimum load. However, we have a concrete application using this objective function that was
the original motivation for our interest in bounded migration: Storage area networks (SAN)
usually connect many disks of different capacity and grow over time. A convenient way to hide
the complexity of a SAN is to treat it as a single big, fault tolerant disk of huge capacity and
throughput [7, 25]. A simple scheme with many nice properties implements this idea if we
manage to partition the SAN into several sub-servers [25] of about equal size. Mapping to the
scheduling framework, the contents of disks correspond to jobs and the sub-servers correspond
to machines. Each sub-server stores the same amount of data. For example, if we have two sub-
servers, each of them stores all the data to achieve a fault tolerance comparable to mirroring
in ordinary RAID level 0 arrays [22]. More sub-servers allow for a more flexible tradeoff
between fault tolerance, redundancy, and access granularity. In any case, the capacity of the
server is determined by the minimum capacity of a sub-server. Moreover, it is not acceptable
to completely reconfigure the system when a new disk is added to the system or when a disk
fails. Rather, the user expects a “proportionate response”, i.e., if she adds a disk of J GByte
she will not be astonished if the system moves data of this order of magnitude but she would
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complain if much more is moved. Our theoretical investigation confirms that this ‘common
sense’ expectation is indeed reasonable.
We concentrate on the case without job departures (disk failures). We show that the fol-
lowing simple strategy, which is very similar to FILL 1, is
H





Upon arrival of a new job  , do the following. Repeatedly remove jobs from the least loaded ma-
chine
½  `
; stop before the total size of removed jobs exceeds G . Assign job  to machine ½  ` .
Assign the removed jobs successively to the least loaded machine.
Theorem 9. FILL 5 is H –competitive with migration factor F .
Proof. The migration factor is clear from the description of FILL 5. In the input schedule on
º , consider the maximum loaded machine among those containing multiple jobs. If there is no
such machine (i.e, every machine has at most one job) then the schedule after assigning job  is
F
–approximate (optimal). Hence the interesting case is that such machines exist. We call such
machines as multi-job machines.
We assume that the following property holds for the input schedule;
maximum load of a multi-job machine ÆÊH h minimum load (17)
Later we show that the above property is preserved on the output schedule. An output schedule
with above property is a 2–approximate schedule as the optimal minimum load is at most the
maximum load of a multi-job machine. Thus it remains to show that property (17) holds for













initially all jobs from the least loaded machine are removed and  is assigned there. This in-
termediate schedule (before reassigning the removed jobs) satisfies property (17). Observe that
each of the removed jobs has size at most the intermediate minimum load. Hence reassigning
them still preserves the property as shown above.
Negative Result
The following lemma shows that it is not possible to start with an arbitrary H –approximate
schedule on º and obtain a H –approximate schedule for º Äµ+G¸ with constant migration
factor.
Lemma 4. There is a H –approximate schedule on  machines such that upon the arrival of
a new job, it is not possible for any strategy to obtain H –approximate schedule with migration
factor less than  åH .
Proof. In the initial schedule machine 1 has H  jobs of size 1. All the remaining  ¦F machines
have one job of size 1. In total there are I  ËF jobs. The optimal minimum load is 2. Hence
this is a 2–approximate schedule. A new job of size 1 arrives. The new optimal minimum is
3. To achieve minimum load greater than 1, any strategy has to move at least  |H jobs from
machine 1.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank Gerhard Woeginger for interesting discussions
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